U.S. Seal Mfg. Mini-Maze - The One Piece, All Metal, Labyrinth Seal that...

- Presses into position in seconds
- Seals in grease or other lubricants
- Stops dust, sand and metal chips from entering bearing cavities
- Has almost unlimited life - no wear as in lip or face-type seals

### Product Description

- Type L is a package type labyrinth seal consisting of two precision rings, an aluminum outer ring and a steel inner ring, that are permanently mated.

- The Type M is for applications where higher pressure must be sealed or where labyrinth leakage must be minimal.

### Specifications

- Temperature -350°F to +600°F
- Pressure - Splash or very tight pressures (to 1 PSI) under dynamic head conditions.
- Speed - to 30,000 fpm.